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ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the issue of essential word extraction from discussions, with the objective of 
utilizing these decisive words to recover, for every short discussion section, a little number of possibly pertinent 
records, which can be prescribed to members. In this paper we specify how document recommended form 
conversation. We propose a system to determine numerous topically isolated questions from this decisive word set, to 
expand the possibilities of making no less than one significant suggestion when utilizing these inquiries to hunt over the 
English Wikipedia. The projected systems square measure assessed as so much as significance as for discussion items 
from the Fisher, AMI, and ELEA informal corpora, evaluated by a number of human judges. The scores demonstrate 
that our proposition enhances over past routines that consider just word recurrence or theme likeness, and speaks to a 
promising answer for an archive recommender frame work to be utilized as a part of discussions. The scores show that 
our proposal improves over previous methods that consider only word frequency or topic similarity, and represents a 
promising solution for a document recommender system to be used in conversations. 
 
KEYWORDS:Document recommendation, information retrieval, keyword extraction, meeting analysis, topic 
modelling. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
People are encompassed by an uncommon abundance of data, accessible as reports, databases, or mixed media 

assets. Access to this data is melded by the accessibility of suitable internet searchers, yet notwithstanding when these 
are accessible, clients frequently don't start a hunt, in light of the fact that their present movement does not permit them 
to do as such, or on the grounds that they are not mindful that significant data is accessible. We embrace in this paper 
the point of view of without a moment to spare recovery, which answers this weakness by suddenly prescribing reports 
that are identified with clients' present exercises. At the point when these exercises are primarily conversational, for 
case when clients take an interest in a meeting, their data needs can be displayed as understood questions that are built 
out of sight from the affirmed words, got through continuous programmed discourse acknowledgment (ASR). These 
verifiable inquiries are utilized to recover and suggest archives from the Web or a nearby vault, which clients can 
decide to investigate in more detail in the event that they discover them fascinating. 

The centre of this paper is on detailing understood questions to a without a moment to spare recovery framework for 
utilization in meeting rooms. Rather than express talked questions that can be made in business web crawlers, our 
without a moment to spare recovery framework must develop certain inquiries from conversational information, which 
contains a much bigger number of words than an inquiry. For example, in the case talked about in which four 
individuals set up together a rundown of things to help them make due in the mountains, a short part of 120 seconds 
contains around 250 words, relating to a mixed bag of areas, for example, 'chocolate', 'gun', or 'lighter'. What might 
then be the most accommodating 3–5 Wikipedia pages to prescribe, and how might a framework focus them. 
Relevance and diversity can be enforced at three stages: when extracting the keywords; when building one or several 
implicit queries; or when re-ranking their results. The first two approaches are the focus of this paper. Our recent 
experiments with the third one, published separately, show that re-ranking of the results of a single implicit query 
cannot improve users’ satisfaction with the recommended documents. Previous methods for formulating implicit 
queries from text rely on word frequency.In this paper, we introduce a novel keyword extraction technique from ASR 
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output, which maximizes the coverage of potential information needs of users and reduces the number of irrelevant 
words. Once a set of keywords is extracted, it is clustered in order to build several topically-separated queries, which 
are run independently, offering better precision than a larger, topically-mixed query. Results are finally merged into a 
ranked set before showing them as recommendations to users. 
 

 
Fig 1. System Flow 

 
  Data is accessible in the form of databases, ID & multimedia resources. Access to this information is conditioned by 
the availability of suitable search engines. But even these are available users cannot search particular information 
because they are not aware that relevant information is available. Just-in-time-retrieval system which is observes the 
current activities of users & provides relevant information. A just-in-time information retrieval agent is software that 
proactively retrieves and presents in sequence based on a person’s local situation in an easily accessible yet 
nonintrusive manner. They continuously watch a person’s environment and present information that may be useful 
without requiring any action on the part of the user. Automatic speech recognition is the process by which a computer 
maps an acoustic speech indication to passage. Automatic speech appreciative is the process by which the computer 
maps an acoustic speech signal to some form of abstract meaning of the speech. A new method for keyword extraction 
from conversations is introduced, which preserves the diversity of topics. Topic based clustering that aims only to solve 
the problem of grouping together articles of similar topic. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY   
 
           The instruction manual drawing out of keywords is deliberate, exclusive and bristle with mistakes. 

Consequently, the majority of algorithms and system to assist citizens carry out routine withdrawal have been 
projected. presented methods can be separated into four parts: simple statistics, linguistics, machine learning and mixed 
approaches. The mission of regular keyword withdrawal is to classify a place of vocabulary, delegate for a essay. To 
attain this we employ a straightforward statistical approach. Thereby, as we aim to develop the properties of a 
manuscript and of a warehouse, we need to find the analogous measures. One of the easy weighting is TF*IDF. The TF 
part intends to present a top score to a manuscript that has more occurrence of a word, while the IDF part is to penalize 
terms that are well-liked in the complete group. The additional factors such as position of the expression in a article or 
the piece of a document are not as good as, the database entries are much more shorter. 

A particular form of just-in-time retrieval systems intended for textual chat environments, in which they recommend 
to users documents that are relevant to their information needs. We focused on modeling the users information needs 
by deriving implicit queries from short conversation fragments.[3] We pay attention on modeling the users information 
requirements by deriving implied queries from small discussion fragments.[4] The system architecture has four stages 
of processing after ASR output is obtained. The main criterions to judge a just-in-time recommender are speed and 
precision. Extracting the keywords by using adverse keyword search algorithm helps in maintaining topic diversity and 
providing useful recommendations. Implicit queries and just-in-time document retrieval makes system useful in 
meetings and conferences.[5] 

  The relationship similarity values will be shown by using clustering on sentence. The similarity measure 
performance is depending on input dataset by using clustering techniques. The feature selection and its increasing good 
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clustering of text are based on effectiveness of the algorithm.[7] The complete system narrate different methodology on 
keyword extraction, but none of the methodology are seems to be perfect. So, this system as bit introduces an idea of 
extracting keywords which is generated by using fuzzy logic and K-means algorithm on the conversation fragments. [8] 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

A. OBJECTIVES: 
      • To cluster conversation into meaningful group so as to retrieve the information. 
      • To promote the use of clustering algorithm. 
• To find the conversation topic that contains maximum part of the conversation.  
• To find out the polarity of conversation so as to know its output either it is negative or it is positive. 
 

B. MODULES 
 
i].ASR 
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) will be outlined because the freelance, computer‐driven transcription of 

Voice communication into legible text in real time. ASR is technology that permits a pc to spot the words that someone 
speaks into an electro-acoustic transducer or telephone and convert it to transcription. This method begins once a 
speaker decides what to mention and really speaks a sentence. Then Software produces a speech wave kind that 
embodies the words of the sentence yet because the extraneous sounds and pauses within the spoken input. Next, the 
software makes an attempt to decrypt the speech into the simplest estimate of the sentence. Firstly it converts the 
speech signal into a sequence of vectors that are measured throughout the. Period of the speech signal. Then, 
employing a syntactical decoder it generates a legitimate sequence of representations. 

 
ii]. Keyword Extraction: 
The first stage is that the extraction of keywords from the transcript of an oral communication fragment that 

documents should be suggested, as provided by the associate degree ASR system. These keywords ought to cowl the 
maximum amount as doable the topics detected within the oral communication, and if doable avoid words that area unit 
clearly ASR mistakes. 

• Diverse Keyword Extraction-The advantage of diverse keyword extraction is that the coverage of the most 
topics of the voice communication fragment is maximized. The projected methodology for numerous keyword 
extraction returns in 3 steps, 

1. Used to represent the distribution of the abstract topic for each word. 
2. These topic models are used to determine weights for the abstract topics in each conversation fragment 

represented by ݖߚ 
3. The keyword list W = {w1, w2……wk}. Which covers a maximum number of the most important topics is 

selected by rewarding diversity, using an original algorithm introduced in this section. 
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Fig 2. The three steps of the proposed keyword extraction method: (1) topic modelling, (2) representation of the main topics of 
the transcript, and (3) diverse keyword selection. 

 
C .KEYWORD CLUSTERING: 
Clusters of keywords are built by keywords for each main topic of the fragment. One cluster contains similar 

keywords related to one topic. Ranking documents based on the topical similarity of their corresponding queries to the 
conversation fragment. 

 
• DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM: 
One of the primary systems for document recommendation, said as query-free search. Just-in-time-retrieval system 

aided users with finding relevant documents where as writing or browsing the net. 
 

 
Fig 3. Clustering Keywords 
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D. DOCUMENT RECOMMENDATION: 
One implicit query can be prepared for each conversation fragment by using as a query all keywords selected by the 

diverse keyword extraction technique. However, to improve the retrieval results, multiple implicit queries can be 
formulated for each conversation fragment, with the keywords of each cluster from the previous section, ordered as 
above (because the search engine used in our system is not sensitive to word order in queries. 

 
•    Mathematical model: 
Consider whole system Set S= {I, P, O, R} 
Where I- input, O-output and R-rules 
 
I= {I0, I1, I2, I3, I4} 
I0= take conversation fragments dataset as input 
I1= number topics in conversations 
I2= weights of conversation topics 
I3= K-value 
I4= number of clusters. 
 P= {P0, P1, P2, P3, P4} 
P0= Pre-processing on conversations 
P1= topic model information generation 
P2= best K-keyword extraction 
P3= Apply LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) on conversation 
P4= cluster the documents 
O= {O0, O1, O2, O3} 
O0= Extracted topics from conversations 
O1= weights of topics 
O2= Covered topics based on K-value 
O3= clustered documents 
 
R= {R0} 
R0= Dataset should be loaded first. 
 
•   K-means Algorithm: 
Steps: 
1. Take all the records to be clustered. 
2. Create empty clusters for given K. 
3. For initial K values from records place them in K1 & K2............respectively. 
4. For loop (till EOF) 
Compare mean value with each record & place the record in closer Mean cluster.  
Let X = x1; x2; x3; ::::; xn be the set of data points and V = v1; v2; :::::; vn be the set of centers. 
5. Randomly select c cluster centers. 
6. Calculate the distance between each data point and cluster centers. 
7. Assign the data point to the cluster center whose distance from the cluster center is minimum than all the cluster 

centers. 
8. Recalculate the new cluster center using: 
 
Where, Ci represents the number of data points in the cluster. 
9. Recalculate the distance between each data point and new obtained cluster centers. 
10. If no data point was reassigned then stop, otherwise repeat from step 7. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 
The simulation results showed that the proposed algorithm performs better with the total transmission energy metric 

than the maximum number of hops metric. The proposed algorithm provides energy efficient path for data transmission 
and maximizes the lifetime of entire network. As the performance of the proposed algorithm is analyzed between two 
metrics in future with some modifications in design considerations the performance of the proposed algorithm can be 
compared with other energy efficient algorithm. We have used very small network of 5 nodes, as number of nodes 
increases the complexity will increase. We can increase the number of nodes and analyze the performance. 
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